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AN EXAMPLE ON STRONG UNICITY CONSTANTS
IN TRIGONOMETRIC APPROXIMATION
K. Y. CHAN, Y. M. CHEN, M. C. LIU AND S. M. NG
Abstract.
In this paper an explicit example is constructed to illustrate some
interesting properties of the strong unicity constant in the case of approximations

by trigonometric polynomials.

1. Introduction. Let C(7) be the space of all real-valued continuous functions
defined on the closed and bounded interval 7, with the uniform norm ||/|| =
maxxeI\f(x)\ for/ £ C(7). Let G G C(I) be any finite-dimensional Haar subspace
[1, p. 74]. It is known [1, pp. 75, 80] that, for each/ £ C(7), there exists a unique
g* E G, called the element of best approximation to/from G, such that

II«' "/Il < Ile?"/Il
for any g E G, and that there exists a positive constant K depending on / and G
but not on g such that

(i-i)

Hr-**!l <*(ll/-c?ll-ll/-c?l)

for any g E G. The least constant K satisfying (1.1) is called the strong unicity
constant of / for G. Two particularly interesting Haar subspaces are the set of all

algebraic polynomials and the set of all trigonometric polynomials of degree at
most n. We denote the two sets by II„ and FLj respectively and the corresponding
strong unicity constants of/by Mn(f) and M„r(/). Our interest in this paper centers
on the problem of approximating the functions in C(7) by trigonometric polynomials in nj, where 7 = [0, 2w].
S. J. Poreda [5, Theorem 2] first pointed out that there exists a / E C(7) for
which the sequence {ATn(/)}"_, is unbounded. He also posed [5, p. 170] the
problem of characterizing those functions / E C(7) for which the above sequence
is bounded. M. S. Henry and J. A. Roulier further studied the problem and made
the conjecture [3, p. 94] that the sequence is bounded only for / E IT„. These
problems are still unsettled. Later D. Schmidt [6, Theorem 6] showed the existence
of a/ £ C([-l, 1]) such that

(1.2)

Um Mn(f) = 1 and
n-»co

lim M„(/) = + oo.
n-»oo

The structure of Schmidt's example is somewhat similar to that of Poreda's [5, p.
168]. Both authors made use of a sequence of special algebraic polynomials based
on a theorem due to W. Wolibner [7].
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Since many results in Approximation Theory occur in pairs, one for algebraic
polynomials and a similar one for trigonometric polynomials, we find it natural
also to conjecture that {M^(f)}^x
is bounded only for/ E H% and to expect
results similar to (1.2) for trigonometric polynomials in nj. Moreover such results
may indicate whether it is profitable to look for general theorems that hold for any
Haar subspace.1 For example, let Gx G G2 c • • • C G„ G . . . be any sequence of
finite-dimensional Haar subspaces of C(7). We may ask the question whether the
sequence of strong unicity constants of f E C(I) for the Haar subspaces {Gn}™_x
is bounded only for / in some Gn or not. However, Wolibner's theorem [7] and
hence the methods which all previous writers [5, p. 168], [6, p. 221], [3, p. 91] used
to show the unboundedness
of {Mn (/)}"=, cannot readily be extended from
algebraic polynomials to trigonometric polynomials. In this paper, we have succeeded in extending some of the results for algebraic polynomials to trigonometric
polynomials. Without using Wolibner's theorem, we are going to construct an
explicit example by which we shall be able to extend Schmidt's result to nj and to
obtain a result similar to (1.2) for a function which has continuous derivatives up to
any given finite order. Our result also shows that the strong unicity constants
A/„r(/) for two adjacent values of n may fluctuate violently between the supremum
and infimum values + oo and 1 as n -» oo. Furthermore, let C2„ be the space of
real-valued 27r-periodic continuous functions defined on the real line (with the
uniform norm), and let the set be denoted by C2J0, 27r] when the functions in C2n
are restricted to the closed interval [0, 277-].We have C2J0, 27r] c C([0, 2w]). Since
our results remain valid when we consider only functions/ E C2J0, 2tt], the results
in this paper also hold when C2„ is substituted for C([0, 2w]).

2. Condition for lim^^ M„r(/) = 1. For each/ E C([0, 2w]), let T„(f) E U^ be
the trigonometric polynomial of best approximation to/and let

(2.1)

£„(/) = {x E[0, 2m]: \(f - T„(f))(x)\ = ||/-

Tn(/)||}.

A set A„(f) = {Xj E En(f): i = 0, 1, . . . , s; x0 < xx < • • • < xs} is called an
alternating system if

(i) í > 2n + 1,
(ii) sgn(/ - T¿m*d

= -sgn(/ - Tn(f))(x,+,), / = 0, 1, . . ., s - I.

Theorem 1. Suppose that f E C([0, 2w]) is not a trigonometric polynomial. Let
{e,}°i, be a sequence of positive numbers such that lim,^^ e, = 0. If there exists a
strictly increasing sequence {n¡}^Lx of positive integers such that corresponding to each
n¡ there is an A^{f) satisfying
(2.2)

max

xj,xJ+le&^

\Xj - xJ+x\ < e,/«,.,

where S,^ = A„_(f) u {27r, 0} and xp xJ+x are two adjacent points in &„., then

lim M*(f) = 1.

/-»oo
-

'We are grateful to the referee for pointing out this point to us.
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Proof. Let

(2.3)

^-{/»en£||7»||«l}.

For any P E Sv there is a v £ [0, 2ir] such that \P(y)\ = 1. By (2.2) there are two
adjacent points xk, xk+x E A„_(f) such that
(2.4)

max(\xk - y\, \xk+x - y\) < 2ei/ni.

Since/ — 7^(/) has different signs at xk and xk+x, we may suppose, without loss of
generality, that

(2-5)

sgnP(y) = sgn(/ - Tm(fffak).

By the mean value theorem

\P(y) - P(xk)\ = P'(v)\y

- xk\

for some tj lying between y and xk, and by Bernstein's inequality [1, p. 91],

\P'(.v)\< *flJ»ll.
Hence from (2.3) and (2.4) we have

(2.6)
\P(y) - P(xk)\ < «,.||7>||2e,./,7,.= It,.
It follows from (2.6) that
\P(*k)\ < \P(y)\ - 2b, = 1 - 2e„
and, with (2.5) and e, sufficiently small, that

sgn P(xk) = sgn(/ - r%(/)X**).
Thus for each P E S„ we have
max

{sgn(/-

T^ftyx)}P(x)

> {sgn(/-

T^ftyx,)}P(xk)

= \P(xk)\ > 1 - 2e,,
However, it is known [1, p. 81, proof of the Strong Unicity Theorem] that

<(/) = (/£ Jsgn'M/'-

Uf))(x)}p(x))'\

So, noting that A„,(f) G E^(f), we have
<(/)<(!

-2e,)-1.

On the other hand, by (1.1),

117--7;(/)|| < M^(/)(||/-

7*11
- ||/- T¿f)\\) < Mf(f)\\T - 7;(/)||

for any T E nj. Therefore M^(f)
3. Condition for limn^TOM^(f)

> 1. Hence Theorem 1 is proved.
= + oo.

Theorem 2. Iff E C([0, 2w]) is not a trigonometric polynomial and if there exists a
strictly increasing sequence {n,}Jl, of positive integers such that, for each n¡, E (f)

has exactly 2«, + 2 points, all in (0, 2w), then

lim Mf(f) = + oo.
I—»oo
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Proof.
<

For each n, let £„(/) = {*,.: i = 0, . . ., 2n + 1} so that 0 < x0 < xx

■ ■ <X2n+l

< 2W.

We first prove that there is a strictly increasing subsequence {mp}P°_xof {«,}°li

such that for each ny there exist a kp E {0, 1, . . ., 2mp + 1} and a 9
satisfying

E UL

I^OO! < 1 for i = 0, . . . , 2mp+ 1 and i # ^*p
and
(3.1)

lim (max|<3> (x)|) = +00

where/ = [xt_x,xk+x],x_x
= 0, andx2 +2 = 2w.
For each « and g E C[0, 27r], let Ln denote the trigonometric

interpolation

operator into IlJ [4, p. 365, (34)] so that Lng E WTnand Lng(x,) = g(x¡) for
í = 1, 2,. .., 2« + 1. By a well-known result in [1, p. 212], applicable to the
subspace C2J0, 2tt], we have

||LJ|>(4/V)log«,
where ||7_J| = sup||g||_,||Lng||. Then, using a similar argument as in the proof of the
lemma in [6, p. 219], we obtain a subsequence {mp}P°_xand trigonometric polynomials <$„(x) that have the required properties.
Next, for each ny, consider the 2/rjp + 2 points {x,}^0+1 of E (J) and, by

trigonometric interpolation, construct, for each /, j = 0, 1, . . ., 2mp + 1, the trigonometric polynomials qj such that

$(**) = (-1)'.

/ = 0, 1, . . ., 2/^, + 1 and i ¥=j.

We wish to show that
lim

max

||o,|| = +00.

/»-»oo 0<j<2mp+l

J

Let k E {0, 1, ..., 2mp + 1}. For each /, 1 = 0, 1, . . . , 2/rZj,+ 1, and i g*k,
consider the trigonometric polynomial
2y1

sin i(x - x,.)

v=o

j¥*Jt

sin 2(x,- - x,)

Since sgn(sin j(x — x,)) = sgn(x - xj) when 0 < ^|x — xj\ < m, by examining the
signs of x — Xj and x, — xp it is easy to see that, for x E (xk_x, xk+x) where
x_x = 0, x2 +2 = 2ir, sgn t,(x) = (-l)k~'~l. Hence sgn{r,(x)(-l)'} have the same
value for x E (xk_x, xk+x) and i = 0, I, ..., 2mp + \, i ¥= k. Then following an
argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3 in [6, pp. 219-220], we have

II^H >
"*

max

xef^-1,^

+ 1]

\& (x)\
>

where /^ and 9L (jc) satisfy (3.1). Thus
lim

max

/>-»<» 0<7< 2«i,+1

\\q,\\ = +00.
J
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Since the dimension of the Haar subspace TÍL is 2mp + 1, by Theorem 5 and
Lemma 3 in [2], we have

M^(f)=

max

||9y||.

Hence

lim Mlif)

y>-»oo V-"

=+oo

and the theorem is proved.
The above theorem gives a sufficiency condition for {A7nr(/)}"_, to be unbounded. The proof remains essentially the same when the extremal points are in
[0, 2w) instead of (0, 2ir). However, in this case, the functions in C2w[0,2tt] have to
be treated as a special case. Here we have given the theorem in the more simple

form.
4. An example.
Theorem 3. For any positive integer m, there exist a periodic function / with period
2w and continuous derivatives up to order m, and an increasing sequence {n¡}f_x of
positive integers such that

lim M¿(f) = 1 and

lim Mr_,(/)

I—>0O

l-*00

We see that Mj(f)

= +oo.

may change its value rapidly at two adjacent values of « as

n -> oo.

Proof. We prove the theorem by constructing the periodic function/explicitly.

Let 8 = V2 m. Define a function/on [0, 2w] by

f(x) = 2 K cos ak(x —8),
k-0

where ak = 3**and bk = 2~kakm, with m an arbitrary given positive integer. By the
Weierstrass M-test, one can easily verify that / has continuous derivatives up to

order m. Let
n

\(x)

= 2 bk cos ak(x -8).
k-0

Then

(/-^)(*)=

I

bkcosak(x-8).

k-n+l

If k > n + 1, the numbers ak/an+x are always odd integers and/ — ?T^ attains its
maxima and minima, which are of equal magnitude S"_„+1 bk, alternately at the
points, and only at the points,

£j = {V2 +j/an+x)m,
where j are integers for which £ £ [0, 27r]. The § are equally spaced at a distance
m/an+x apart. None of them coincides with an end point of [0, 27r], since, for any
integer j, V2 + j/an+x is irrational. Hence there are exactly 2aB+1 points £ in the
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interval (0, 2w) of length 2w. It follows from the alternation theorem that 5" is the
best approximation to/from nj' and hence
En,U) " {| G[°> 2t!-]: £, = 8 +jm/an+x

and y are integers},

which consists of exactly 2an+x points. Definep„ by 2pn + 2 = 2an+x, that is
Pn = an+x-l=V+x?-l>3"'

= an.

With p„ > a„, it is easy to see that Ep(f) = E^f). In other words, there exists a
strictly increasing sequence {p„}^=x of positive integers such that Ep (f) has exactly
2pn + 2 = 2an+x points. Then by Theorem 2, there exists a strictly increasing
subsequence {pni}?Lx of {p„}™=, such that

lim M' (f)=+oo.
Also, Ejif) U {2w, 0} satisfies (2.2) since
u - £+i| = */«Wi

= 7r(3-2"-')/3"2 = en/a„.

By Theorem 1 we have lim,^^ M^(f) = 1 where an =/>„_, + 1. Thus / is the
required function and the theorem is proved.
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